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1.

Executive summary

In 2001 the Electric Energy Society of Australia (EESA) developed concerns based on
anecdotal evidence that there was a looming shortage of electrical power engineers in
Australia. The reasons initially suggested for such a shortage included:
•
An aging workforce of qualified electrical power engineers,
•
A reduction in the quality and numbers of electrical power engineering graduates,
•
A declining relationship between industry and universities with regard to research
activities, and
•
The detrimental effects of industry deregulation.
Information from the electrical power industry and academic communities has been obtained
through two separate survey questionnaires, a discussion workshop, and a number of
submissions. The major outcomes of the study include:
(i) The number of power engineering academics is decreasing. The average age of all
power academics is 50 years. The present university environment and research funding
priorities do not attract a sufficient number of young academics to replace retirements.
(ii) International students make up 50% of those taking power courses. The number and
staffing of power schools cannot be determined by local requirements only. The
background and quality of international students will be a major factor in the
development of Australian power schools.
(iii) High school students have less interest in undergraduate courses in all areas of
technology, not just power engineering. It has been stated by a number of commentators
that the reduction in interest in mathematics is a major contributor to this trend.
(iv) The industry response rate of 35% is not sufficiently high to allow the industry
requirement to be assessed with confidence. However, on paper, the projected number
of local power engineering graduates would appear to only just fall below the projected
needs of industry. Nevertheless there are reasons for concern, as not all power
engineering graduates will seek to go into the power industry - they have a sufficiently
broad education that they can find employment elsewhere. Conversely it is
comparatively difficult for other specialities such as computer and telecommunications
engineers to move into power engineering.
(v) Experienced engineers appear to have insufficient time to mentor recent graduates or
recruits to power engineering. Industry seems to expect its power engineers to have
more specialised training, but is less willing than formerly to encourage engineers to
take part in graduate development programmes.
(vi) There are increased demands on undergraduate coursework for a more generalist course.
There is a need for generic technical courses such as computer studies (hardware and
software), digital signal processing, communications and artificial intelligence. The
IEAust has insisted on a large management component. Face to face hours have also
been reduced for undergraduate courses in some Universities. These factors have
reduced the time available for core power courses by about 50% in some universities.
There are indications that the up take of students completing specialist five-year degrees
is also declining. At the same time there has been an increase in the range of power
technology, for example power electronics, drives and power quality.
(vii) The conjunction of (v) and (vi) above has created a wide gap between industry
expectations and graduate attributes. This problem is exacerbated in Australia by the
low intake of graduates into some industry sectors. This makes the demand for
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graduates with knowledge in some areas of power expertise very low, so that class sizes
will not be viable at any university with present funding arrangements.
The following action plan, summarised in Table 1, addresses issues (i) to (vii) above:
Table 1: Action Plan
Outcome Action
(i)
• Industry or industry representatives should provide funding to allow expert
academics and industry practitioners to put together resource bases in their
area of expertise for use in future courses. Otherwise some expertise may
soon be lost.
• Power schools should implement a policy for younger academics that will
encourage them to work closely with industry in their research.
(ii)
• Power schools should ensure that teaching standards remain high.
• Power Schools may rely on international students to help maintain
teaching resources. However this should not distract them from ensuring a
focus on high quality research.
(iii)
• IEAust should encourage high school students to undertake the
mathematics and sciences required for engineering careers.
• It should inform students that enrolment in high levels of mathematics may
lead to careers that are both stimulating and provide fulfilling lifestyles.
(iv)
• Industry should be engaged with IEAust in encouraging students to
undertake power engineering. This could be assisted through offers of
scholarships, traineeships or vocational experiences.
• Industry members should consider whether they sufficiently encourage
existing power engineers to remain in technical practice, and whether this
could be facilitated by offering an alternative career path to promotion into
non-engineering management positions.
• Industry may have to adapt to a wider manpower input than specialist
power engineers, at least in the near term. Training will therefore be a
significant issue.
• Industry members should consider whether they sufficiently encourage
mentoring and after graduation training (continuing education) schemes.
This action should occur regardless of addressing any skills shortage
issues.
(v)
• As discussed in (iv) above.
(vi)
• The IEAust should revisit the content of university degree courses to
ensure graduate are receiving an appropriate balance of technical skills,
practical experience, creativity, confidence building tasks, and managerial
tasks.
(vii)
• Industry and Universities should reinforce action items from (iv)
IEAust does not have resources to address all the issues identified above. It has special
responsibilities for items (iii) and (vi) in respect of engineering generally.
The Electric Power Industry must also take responsibility for addressing any current or future
skills shortage. It is likely that continuous activity with strong industry support will be
required. A cooperative effort by Industry and Universities on a state or national level could
be an efficient way of directing resources to this end.
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2.

Introduction

The Electric Energy Society of Australia (EESA) developed concerns based on anecdotal
evidence that there was a looming shortage of electrical power engineers in Australia. The
reasons initially suggested for such a shortage included:
•
An aging workforce of qualified electrical power engineers,
•
A reduction in the quality and numbers of electrical power engineering graduates,
•
A declining relationship between industry and universities with regard to research
activities, and
•
The detrimental effects of industry deregulation.
In 2002 the Institution of Engineers, Australia, through the EESA, initiated a study into the
manpower requirements of electrical power engineering in Australia in order to develop a
clearer understanding of the issues.
The EESA, in conjunction with the Electrical College Board of the Institution and the
Electrical Supply Association of Australia (ESAA) sponsored the study, which was
undertaken by Professor Vic Gosbell of the University of Wollongong.
The authors acknowledge the valuable contribution to this report from other members of the
study committee, comprising of:
David Sweeting, Sweeting Consulting
Bryce Corderoy, CHC Associates
Warwick Grainger, CHC Associates
2.1

Definitions

The IEAust National Generic Competency Standards define Electrical Power Engineering as
“the engineering discipline concerned with research, design, development, manufacture,
installation, operation, maintenance and management of equipment, machines, plant and
systems associated with generation, transmission, distribution, utilization and control of
electric power”.
For the purpose of this survey a person is considered to be a Professional Electrical Power
Engineer if their position description requires the holding of a university degree in electrical
engineering and the possession of knowledge and/or experience that could be acquired
through a course of study with a major in electrical power equipment or systems. It includes
positions within generation, transmission, distribution and use of electrical power, including
building services and control of electrical power apparatus. It excludes positions whose
responsibilities are within information technology, computers and communications.
A person is considered to be an Electrical Engineering Technologist or Officer if their
position description requires the holding of a 2-3 year qualification in electrical engineering,
and the possession of knowledge and/or experience that could be acquired through a course of
study that includes electrical power equipment or systems. Inclusions and exclusions are the
same as for the professional electrical power engineer.
A Shortage is defined to exist when employers have difficulty filling, or are unable to fill,
vacancies for more than 3 months at reasonable levels of pay, conditions and locations.
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A Skills Shortage (as defined by [1]) exists when employers have difficulty filling vacancies
in a specialization at reasonable levels of pay, conditions and location. Shortages are typically
for specialized and experienced workers, and can exist at the same time as high
unemployment. Shortages may be numerically small, or in specific geographical areas. Skills
shortages may arise for a number of reasons including:
•
Deficiencies in the education and training system,
•
Economic and demographic change,
•
People not completing their training,
•
Qualified workers not working in the field of their formal qualifications and/or
experience,
•
Cyclic fluctuations in labour demand,
•
The demands of new technology,
•
Lack of flexibility in wages, and
•
Regional mismatches.
3.

Method of study

The first consideration of the study committee was to define the perceived problems with
power engineering in Australia. Verification and quantification of the extent of problems with
the power industry was then the next consideration.
The tasks outlined for the study in the early stages were as follows.
1. Survey NSW power engineering industry (projected needs, recent experience with
obtaining graduates, opinion on power engineering subject needs). Produce an initial
report.
2. Fine-tune survey questionnaires to identify the scale of any present or anticipated shortage
of electrical power engineers in Australia, the type of skills in demand, the causes of any
shortage, and suggested solutions for overcoming it.
3. Two separate surveys were proposed, to gather relevant information from both industry
and university sectors.
4. Conduct power engineering surveys Australia wide.
5. Provide an issues paper to respondents to the surveys.
6. Conduct a workshop to present survey results and discuss possible actions.
7. Prepare an action plan and develop a model for professional education in electrical power
engineering to suit the future needs of industry.
The purpose of the surveys was to identify whether or not there will be a shortfall in the
number of electrical power engineers in Australia in the near future and to identify possible
actions to address such a shortage. The survey also attempts to identify any problems that may
exist within the electrical power industry and education sectors with respect to the training
requirements of electrical power engineers.
A primary objective in the construction of the survey questions and formats was to attempt to
capture the maximum amount of data while not making the task too arduous for the
respondent. A questionnaire no longer than five pages was the target. This aimed to ensure a
high return of completed surveys. A covering letter from IEAust was forwarded with the
questionnaire to indicate its authenticity. Email distribution and collection of an attached
Excel spreadsheet was used to allow responses to be easily collated into a database for
analysis.
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The purpose of having two questionnaires, one for distribution throughout the electric power
industry, and the other for distribution throughout the tertiary education institutions, was to
establish both the potential supply and demand for electrical power engineers and
technologists. The industry and university questionnaires are included in Appendix A and
Appendix C respectively. Raw data obtained from the industry and university questionnaires
is included in Appendix B and Appendix D respectively.
3.1

Collection of data

The industry survey questionnaire is divided into four sections:
1.
Contact details of a suitable person within each organization,
2.
Categorisation of each organisation and establishment of electrical power engineering
employee numbers and age profile,
3.
Issues with recruitment and shortages of professional electrical power engineers, and
4.
Electrical power engineering education requirements.
The industry survey was distributed through e-mailing lists supplied by various professional
associations linked to the power engineering discipline including IEAust, EESA, ESAA,
AEEMA and ACEA. Privacy considerations did not allow for significant non-respondents
from these emailing lists to be easily followed up individually. This possibly contributed to a
lower than expected return rate for the completed questionnaires.
The University survey questionnaire comprised of five sections:
1.
Contact details of a suitable person within each institution,
2.
Establishment of final year electrical power engineering student numbers and interests,
3.
Analysis of electrical power engineering teaching resources,
4.
Research activities, and
5.
General issues regarding electrical power engineering education.
The University questionnaire was distributed through an e-mailing list compiled by Vic
Gosbell at the University of Wollongong containing all the universities in Australia that had
electrical engineering included in their degree offerings. As the working group controlled this
list it allowed for individuals to be sent reminders and follow ups, ultimately ensuring a
higher rate of respondents than for the industry survey.
3.2

Analysis of data collected

The outcomes from the two survey questionnaires and various other references are presented
in the following sections. The data presented in this report should be used as reference for
future action, rather than to draw final conclusions.
4.

Electrical power engineering industry study

4.1

Industry survey sample

A majority of responses to the industry questionnaire came from power engineering service
industries. This was as expected, as there exists many companies that serve generation,
transmission and distribution utilities. The service industries were comprised of consultants,
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manufacturers, consumers, and design, testing, installation, and maintenance organisations.
Survey respondents were requested to nominate the service their organization provided to the
power industry. The major organisation categories responding to the survey questionnaire are
illustrated in Figure 1 (some organisations included more than one category).
Organisation types

0%

Power system operator

Distribution

Transmission

5%

Consumer

10%

Manufacturer or Supplier

15%

Maintenance

20%

Installation

25%

Testing and commissioning

30%

Design and specification

35%

Consultancy

Percentage of respondents

40%

Figure 1: Major organisation categories based on number of survey respondents.
The survey respondents included three transmission companies, five large distribution utilities
and two major generators. This represents approximately 30-40% of the power utilities within
Australia. The number of individual professional power engineers within these power utilities
accounts for approximately 60% of the professional power engineers and 80% of the officers
and technologists in the survey sample. This represents a large percentage of the survey
sample, even though the individual power utilities represent only 24% of survey respondents.

System analysis & planning

0%

Maintenance

10%

Construction or installation

20%

Power quality & reliability

30%

Testing

40%

Protection

50%

Engineering management

60%

Project management

70%

Installation design/specification

Percentage of respondents

80%

System control equipment (SCADA)

Major disciplines

Figure 2: Major engineering disciplines provided based on number of survey respondents.
The major engineering disciplines provided to the power industry by the organisations in the
survey sample are illustrated in Figure 2. Installation design/specification, project
management and engineering management are the most common functions. This reflects the
large number of consultancy and service organisations in the survey sample.
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4.2

The number of electrical power engineers

Electricity, gas and water supply occupations have fallen from 2.3% (Census 1986) to 0.7%
(Census 2001) of the entire Australian workforce. This fall in percentage can be largely
attributed to the deregulation of the utilities, resulting in a decrease in the number of staff
within utilities and also a large growth in other industries such as retail and IT. Workshop
discussion, however, identified that downsizing of the electric power industry is no longer
occurring.
The total number of professional power engineers within the Australian electricity industry
was estimated by [2] to be approximately 5000 in 2001, with little growth since a study one
decade earlier by [3].
The industry questionnaire survey responses included a total number of 1660 professional
power engineers, with 290 of these being employed under individual contracts. This number
of professional power engineers represents approximately 35% of the figure suggested by [2]
and is seemingly in accordance with the survey sample including only including 30-40% of
the total electricity utilities in Australia. It is thus assumed that to model the entire sample of
Australian professional power engineers the figures from the survey sample may have to be
increased by a factor of 3. Approximately 1370 power engineering officers and technologists,
and nearly 2850 other electrical staff (including tradespeople etc.) were also identified by the
industry survey questionnaire.
Number of professional power engineers employed in survey sample

800

Predicted

1200

Predicted

1600
Predicted

Number of employees

2000

2003

2004

2008

400
0

1998

2002

Year

Figure 3: Growth in employee numbers of professional power engineers from survey sample
The historical and future growth in professional power engineering numbers from the industry
survey sample is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 3 indicates a historical growth in the number
of professional engineering employees of approximately 2% per year since 1998. This growth
was mainly attributed to larger utilities employing more engineers to fill positions following
voluntary redundancies, and includes the rehiring of retrenched staff. The survey respondents
predicted further growth of 2.6% per year to the year 2008 (approximately 17% total growth
over 6 years). This suggests that organisations view the existing number of professional
power engineers to be below requirements for the expected project load, and identifies a
possible need for more graduate engineers with power engineering skills.
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4.3

Age profile of power engineering staff and contractors

The median age of professional engineers indicated by the industry survey, including both
staff and contractors, was 41-45 years, with 40% of professional engineers being over the age
of 45, and 27% being over the age of 50. The median age for contractors alone was slightly
higher at 46-50 years, with 32% being over the age of 50. From Census 2001 the average age
for the Australian workforce was 36-44 years. This suggests the average age of a professional
power engineer to be at least 2-3 years above that of the average Australian worker. This
statistic may reflect the older entry age for professions compared with general employment.
The age profiles indicated by the industry survey of professional power engineers, and power
engineering officers and technologists are illustrated in Figures 4-6. Ideally the age profile
should be level for all age groups above the entry age, enabling vacancies due to retirement,
promotion, etc. to be filled with sufficiently trained staff. The age profiles in Figures 4-6
illustrate a reduced number of new engineers towards the left hand side of each of the figures,
a sharp tapering off of experienced engineers, and an increasing likelihood of a large number
of retirements occurring in the near future.
Professional Engineers
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
< 26 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65 65+

Figure 4: Age profile of professional power engineers, including staff and contractors.
Officers & Technologists
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
< 26 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65 65+

Figure 5: Age profile of power engineering officers and technologists, including staff and
contractors.
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Professional Engineers, Officers & Technologists
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
< 26 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65 65+

Figure 6: Age profile of professional power engineers, officers and technologists, including
staff and contractors.
Reference [2] highlights concerns for future difficulties in replacing power engineers who
have retired or moved into managerial roles, attributable to insufficient specialised power
engineering graduates being produced, and the clouding the needs for recruitment and future
planning by pressures of industry change (fragmentation, restructuring, etc).
4.4

Recruitment of professional power engineers

Typically most organisations preferred to recruit experienced professional power engineers to
fill vacancies. Only one major electricity utility indicated that it has a graduate development
program already in place, with one other indicating that it is in the early stages of
implementing such a program. The majority of new employees are sourced from other
organisations as illustrated in Figure 7.

10
0

University non- electrical-power
engineering graduates

20

Traineeships and cadetships

40
30

Engineers from overseas

50

Re-employment of former power
engineers

60

University electrical power
engineering graduates

80
70
Engineers from other
organisations

Calculated ranking

90

In house trained engineering officers
& technologists

100

University electrical (non- power)
engineering graduates

Sources of professional power engineers

Figure 7: Sources of new employees as professional power engineers

For the industry survey sample 54% of respondents indicated that they are currently having
difficulty recruiting electrical power engineering staff, and a further 27% of the industry
respondents were not currently trying to recruit new staff. Thus of the respondents currently
recruiting new staff 73% are having difficulties. Indications were that the difficulties are in
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finding a suitable candidate rather than not receiving sufficient numbers of applications.
Respondents and workshop participants indicated that many new university graduates did not
have the full array of skills in power engineering they were after, and that, where required,
most candidates were not willing to move away from city areas to pursue a career in power
engineering. The workshop also highlighted the situation that if an experienced engineer was
required they would most probably have to come from within the industry rather than being
able to transfer across from a non-power industry and receive further training. This was
largely due to time constraints of suitable engineers to act as mentors.
The perception of 73% of respondents to the industry survey was that there would be a
shortage of power engineers in the immediate future, with 93% concerned that there would be
a shortage within the next 2-6 years. The main reasons cited included a reduction in the
number of electrical engineering graduates from universities, retirements, and the promotion
of engineering staff into non-engineering managerial roles. The survey respondents ranked the
reasons for a perceived shortage as shown in Figure 8.
Reasons for shortage

Other

Death & disability

Move to other industry

10
0

Move to other power
engineering organisation

30
20

Move into nonengineering management

60
50
40

Retirement

80
70

Decreasing graduate
numbers

Calculated ranking

100
90

Figure 8: Ranking of perceived reasons for shortage from industry survey respondents

To combat such a shortage in the medium to long term the industry respondents indicated that
they preferred a group approach between industry, government, professional associations and
tertiary institutions. The approach should include a strong emphasis on increasing the number
of electrical power engineering graduates from universities and providing postgraduate
education for their staff, both with a focus on specialist power engineering skills. Some
organisations have been proactive in strategies to recruit new engineers, predominantly by
head hunting engineers from other organisations but also, in a few cases, by employing new
graduate engineers. It was noted by participants at the workshop that while head hunting
satisfied the individual organisation requirements, the global shortage of power engineers
would remain and perhaps, if not effectively addressed, would eventually lead to problems for
the individual organisations even though their immediate requirements were satisfied.
Industry survey respondents suggested that one of the major problems in recruitment of new
power engineers was that the profession of power engineering, and indeed engineering as a
whole, is seen as being less attractive than other careers. In respect of power engineering
reasons include a perception that it is a mature technology, and that remuneration packages do
not provide equivalent compensation to that of other careers in electrical engineering.
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4.5

Industry views on the educational requirements of power engineering graduates

Only 41% of the industry respondents thought that the existing education of a newly qualified
electrical power engineering staff member was adequate. The perception from survey
respondents was that the material covered at university only scraped the surface of the
knowledge required, little or no practical experience was offered during the undergraduate
degree, and that universities were offering fewer power engineering specialisation subjects.
Some survey respondents commented that graduates seem to be no longer receiving the
technical background required for power engineering due, in part, to the introduction of nontechnical course content, including project management and general management courses.
Figure 9 illustrates the relative importance of the undergraduate power engineering topics
indicated by the respondents to the industry survey. Figure 10 illustrates the same for “after
graduation” courses that could include postgraduate, short courses, or in-house training.

Traction

Generation

Drives

Power system economics

Control theory

Condition monitoring

Asset management

Power electronics

Insulation co-ordination

Power quality & reliability

Modelling, analysis, planning

Power system equipment

Power system protection

Calculated ranking

Importance of undergraduate topics indicated by power industry

Figure 9: Importance of completion of undergraduate topics indicated by industry survey.

Market & risk management

Generator characteristics

Asset management

Customer loads

High voltage testing

Automation (IT applications)

Power system planning

Modelling & simulation

Power quality & reliability

Electricity codes

Power system equipment

Project & contract management

Power system protection

Calculated ranking

Importance of after graduation topics indicated by power industry

Figure 10: Importance of completion of after graduation topics indicated by industry survey.

For after graduation education 85% of respondents stated that their organisations currently
provide support for staff to complete various courses. Short courses were the most
predominantly utilised with 78% of the sample survey already providing support for staff to
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attend, and 90% stating that they would use (or continue to use) short courses if more were
available. 51% of organizations provide support for in-house training and a similar figure
support part time postgraduate university education, but only 15% stated that they would
support full time study. Approximately half the respondents to the industry survey indicated
that they would use after graduation distance education if it were available.
4.6

Industry model for power engineering manpower requirements

Figure 11 illustrates the model for manpower requirements in electric power industry that was
used for this study. New employees from various sources, outlined in Table 2, are required to
replace departing employees. The size and structure of the workforce is not required to be
kept constant, as needs of the power industry may fluctuate due to technical, social, political
and financial pressures. A shortage will exist when the exiting employees cannot be replaced
through the appointment of new suitably qualified employees, with consideration also given
to the desired size of the workforce.

Shortage?
New employees

Exiting employees

Workforce
Figure 11: Manpower requirements model for electrical power engineering.
Table 2: Identification of new employees, workforce organizations and reasons for outflows
of employees from the electrical power engineering industry
New employees
• Graduates
- Electrical: power engineering
- Electrical: non-power engineering
- Non electrical engineering
• Traineeships & cadetships
• Engineers from other organisations
• Engineers from overseas
• In-house trained officers and
technologists
• Re-hiring of former electric power
engineers

Workforce
• Generators
• Transmission
• Distribution
• Regulators
• Associations
• Service industries
• Retailers
• Manufacturers
• Research
• Consultancies
• Consumers

Exiting employees
• Retirement
• Promotion into non-engineering
• Death and disability
• Move to other electrical power
engineering organization
• Move to other industry

Data collected from the respondents to the questionnaire indicates that there are
approximately 1660 professional power engineers currently employed by organizations
covered by the industry survey sample. As mentioned previously reference [2] suggests that
there are approximately 5000 professional engineers within the power industry, and so the
sample is consistent with the fact that 30-40% of utility organizations within Australia
responded to the questionnaire. Thus the response figure of 1660 is required to be scaled up
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by a factor of 3 to approximately represent all of the electrical power engineers within
Australia.
A desired growth factor of approximately 14% over 5 years (2.6% per year) will also be
applied to the size of the workforce as indicated by the survey respondents. This figure is
based on the survey result of slightly less than 17% growth over 6 years.
The following points summarise the assumptions made to estimate the magnitude of the
professional engineering workforce that the power industry will require in five years time.
• 1660 professional engineers currently employed in survey sample
• Apply a factor of 3 to scale survey sample to represent whole of Australia
• Incorporate growth factor of approximately 14% over 5 years

Existing workforce within Australia = 1660 engineers × factor of 3
= 4980 professional engineers
Growth of workforce over 5 years

= 4980 engineers × 14%
= 692 professional engineers

Thus 692 additional professional engineers need to be found to supply the level of growth of
the power industry as indicated by the survey respondents. These new engineers may be
source from the various options outlined in Table 2.
The age profile of the professional power engineers from Figure 4 indicates that
approximately 20% of the existing engineering workforce will be at or above a retirement age
of 58 years in 5 years time. This is determined by the number of engineers currently at or
above the age of 53 years. This number may need to be adjusted if the average retirement age
of professional engineers increases.
Table 3 shows the approximate yearly attrition of the current professional engineers based on
a retirement age of 58 years. Of course not all engineers will retire at this age, as indicated by
the 8.4% of engineers currently at or above the age of 58 years currently in the workforce.
However, it seems reasonable to assume that those choosing not to retire at 58 will be
matched by others above this age retiring eventually and others retiring early. Thus it is
proposed that the number of engineers above the age of 58 years not retiring will remain
reasonably static. Allowing for this the number of engineers expected to have retired from the
existing workforce within the next five years is assumed to be a minimum of 12.6%.
Table 3: Cumulative percentage of engineers at or above age of 58 years from 2003 to 2007
Year
Engineers over 58yrs
(%)
2002
8.4%
2003
9.9%
2004
11.4%
2005
14.4%
2006
17.4%
2007
20.4%
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There will also be a reduction in numbers of practising professional engineers due to reasons
other than retirement as indicated in Table 2. The perception by industry respondents as to the
reasons for any shortage of professional engineers that may exist in the future was indicated
in Figure 8. The rankings in Figure 8 suggest that the number of engineers that exit the power
industry to another industry may also be significant. As these survey results are based on the
perception of the survey respondent it is difficult to quantise these rankings into numbers of
engineers, however an allowance of 10% additional engineers above the number retiring is
included to attempt to account for the additional engineers required to fill any void.
The following points summarise the assumptions made to estimate the numbers of
professional engineers exiting the power industry workforce over the next five years.
• 20% of existing power engineers will be at or above a retirement age of 58 within 5 years
• 63% of these engineers above the retirement age will retire from workforce
• A number equivalent to 10% of the retiring number of engineers will exit the power
industry to other industries
The figures below also include the growth of engineers indicated by the survey respondents
that equated to 692 engineers over the next 5 years.

Engineers above 58 years in 5 years = 4980 engineers × 20%
= 996 professional engineers
Number of retirements in 5 years

= 996 engineers × 63%
= 627 professional engineers

Number of engineers lost to other industry= 627 engineers × 10%
= 63 professional engineers
Total number of new engineers required for industry over next 5 years
= 692 + 627 + 63
= 1382 professional engineers
Thus approximately 1382 professional engineers with the relevant qualifications will need to
be recruited over the next five years. Although many organisations appoint their professional
engineers from other power engineering organisations, someone has to miss out, and new
engineers, such as graduate engineers, need to be utilised and trained accordingly.
With the assumption that there will be very few mature age entrees into the workforce over
the next five years the number of new graduates to be recruited into power engineering
industry is equivalent to the above number of engineers required. This equates to
approximately 1382 new graduates required to supply the power industry over the period of
the next five years.

Number of new engineers required for industry per year
= 1382 ÷ 5
= 276 graduate engineers
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Although the above numbers contain several assumptions there is clear indication of an
ongoing need for sourcing of new power engineers to sustain the desired level of manpower.
5.

Electrical power engineering university study

5.1

University survey sample

There are approximately 39 major universities spread throughout Australia. Of these 39
universities 27 offer degrees, or similar qualification, in electrical engineering. Power
engineering courses and subjects are presented at 24 of the universities that offer electrical
engineering degrees.
The survey questionnaire was distributed via email to all of the 24 universities having some
type of power engineering involvement. Approximately 80% of the relevant universities
responded to the questionnaire, and all the significant power schools are included in the
survey sample. In addition one university from New Zealand participated in the study: the
results from this university are not used in the report unless otherwise advised.
5.2

Electrical power engineering student numbers

Enrolments at the universities that responded to the questionnaire included a total of 1656
electrical engineering degree students in their final year of study. The number of these
students at each of the universities varied greatly from university to university and included a
considerable quantity of overseas students. A histogram of the number of electrical
engineering students at each university is provided as Figure 12. Telecommunications,
computer engineering, electronics, control (including robotics), and signal processing were all
indicated as being more popular overall than power engineering specialisations. Power
engineering was more popular than only two newer programs on offer, namely internet
engineering and mechatronics. Some work is required to make power specialisations more
popular with students at many of the sampled universities.
Electrical Engineering Students
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Figure 12: Histogram of the number of final year electrical engineering students at each
university
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Electrical Engineering Students doing Power Subjects
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Figure 13: Histogram of the number of final year electrical engineering students doing power
subjects at each university
A histogram on the class sizes in the power specialisation classes is shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13 suggests that the seven universities represented in the left most column would
currently be finding it hard to justify such small classes, and that sustainability would be
uncertain in the near future. There are a total of 512 students that would have graduated last
year having completed at least one power specialisation subject. However 48% of these are
overseas students, and it is assumed that most will return to their country of residence on
completion of their degree and thus cannot be considered as seeking employment in Australia.
Such large numbers of international students suggests that although local numbers are low
some power schools are sustaining themselves on overseas students. The small numbers of
students (<10) at over 30% of universities suggests streaming into a specialised power
engineering degree may not continue to be justified at these universities.
Local Electrical Engineering Students doing Power Subjects

No. of Universities
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61+
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Figure 14: Histogram of the number of local final year electrical engineering students doing
power subjects at each university
Figure 14 shows the number of local electrical engineering students choosing at least one final
year power engineering specialisation at each university. Without international students
considered most universities have only a small number of students. The total number of local
students that have completed at least one power engineering specialisation subject in their
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final year is 267. Considering that there are some universities missing from the survey sample
this number could possibly be scaled up, but only by 5-10%. However, it is highly unlikely
that all students completing these power specialisation subjects will continue in the power
engineering field as most are completing subjects in other specialisations at the same time.
According to survey results approximately 76% of students completing power subjects will
graduate with an electrical engineering specialisation (as opposed to computer and
telecommunication, mechatronics, etc.). Scaling up the number of local students by 7.5% to
account for the missing survey sample, this suggests approximately 218 local students will
have an electrical engineering degree with at least a limited focus on power engineering. At
most universities the degree structures are such that these engineers could equally find
employment in other electrical engineering disciplines (computer, telecommunication,
mechatronics, etc.).

Number of local students with some power engineering background
= 267 graduates per year
Number of local students missing from survey sample
= 267 × 7.5% graduates per year
= 20
Number of local students specialising in electrical engineering
= (267 + 20) × 76%
= 218 electrical engineering graduates
The number of local graduates with some power engineering background just falls below the
projected industry requirements of 276 new employees each year, as determined in Section
4.6. However for the reasons outlined above it is considered that there will be a shortage of
power engineering graduates to meet industry requirements.
Trends of power engineering subject student numbers
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Figure 15: Histogram of indicated trends in power engineering subject student numbers
University survey respondents varied in their perception of the trend in numbers of final year
students doing power engineering subjects. As illustrated in Figure 15 some universities no
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longer offer power engineering as a specialisation, or as available subjects. A majority of
respondents indicated that their power engineering numbers, including both local and
international students remain reasonably constant. While 21% of universities indicated a
growth, 16% suggested that there was a significant decrease in power engineering student
numbers. Combining the respective increase and decreases at each university, overall the
number of final year student numbers completing power engineering subjects is expected to
decrease by approximately 30 students per annum over the period of the next five years. The
fall in numbers was attributed to local industry no longer providing employment
opportunities, and to a declining interest in students choosing a career within the power
engineering industry.
There were indications from survey respondents that the number of students selecting a more
specialised five year degree, similar to that of the BSc-BE degrees studied at some
universities, were becoming less popular. Students wishing to complete their degrees in the
shortest possible time frame to allow earlier entry into the workforce mainly contributed this.
For the higher achieving students, honours programs are now incorporated into four year
degrees rather than an additional specialist 5th year. It was also indicated by some of the
workshop participants that the increased cost of university education also contributed to the
decline in numbers of students selecting the more specialised five year degrees.
5.3

Power engineering academic profile

The number of power engineering academics in each school at the various universities within
the survey sample is shown in Figure 16. Most electrical engineering schools will remain
healthy due mainly to the telecommunication and computer engineering strands. However, a
syllabus that involves power engineering subjects will usually require at least three power
academics to remain viable within the school. Figure 16 shows that on this basis up to four
schools may lose the capability to include power engineering subjects due to an insufficient
number of academics. Most schools only have 2-5 power engineering academics, representing
less than 20% of the school in each of these cases.
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Figure 16: Number of power engineering academics within each of the universities.
The dwindling numbers of experts in power engineering fields was a concern raised at the
workshop. The main reason for this reduction in numbers is due to academics moving in to a
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non-power engineering field and to a significant number of retirements. Figure 17 illustrates
the power academic age profile for the university survey sample.
Power Academics
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Figure 17: Age profile of power engineering academics.
The total number of power engineering academics included in the survey was 91. The median
age of these power academics was slightly less than 50. If a retirement age of 60 is chosen
(slightly higher than for industry engineers) from Figure 17 it can be seen that up to 17 (19%)
academics may be lost to retirement within five years. This may not ordinarily be a problem
but the sharp peak of the age profile of academics around the median age of slightly less than
50 years suggest that there are too few younger academics entering the discipline.
During the workshop it was also highlighted that there no longer exists the nurturing of
younger academics that has historically been in place to facilitate the passing on of
knowledge. This was attributed to additional university pressures, including a scarcity of
resources. This knowledge base of the more mature academics is being lost as they retire, at a
higher rate than industry engineers, and often from schools with no intention of replacing
them with another power academic. The general feeling during the workshop was that strong
industry support is needed to prevent the demise of power engineering within schools.
To fill vacant power engineering academic positions 26% of respondents indicated that they
would seek an Australian PhD student from another university, while 21% indicated they
would search overseas. Only 16% stated that they would seek to appoint a power engineering
academic from their own local PhD students.
5.4

University power engineering school teaching and research

The ten most popular power engineering courses offered over the last five years to final year
electrical engineering at the universities in the survey sample are illustrated in Figure 18. The
calculated ranking in Figure 18 was determined by considering if there was an effective
laboratory to compliment the course, and whether it was predicted to continue being offered
for at least 5 years. It was noted that protection did not appear at the top of the most popular
courses offered even though it was the most desired by industry (see section 4.5). This is also
the case for power system (electrical) equipment.
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electrical equipment
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Figure 18: Most popular courses offered from university survey sample.

Often subjects within the specialist research area of a particular academic are given preference
over other subjects. Figure 19 illustrates the areas of research in which each university has
published over the past two years. University survey respondents were unanimous in stating
that research is necessary to support the quality of teaching, while 74% suggested that
teaching could not be sustained without research opportunities for academic staff.
Most popular research topics
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Figure 19: Most popular areas of research published by each university.

Survey respondents indicated funding for electrical power engineering research was sourced
mainly from industry, then from internal funding from each university and the federal
government. This ranking is based on the number of sources rather than the amount of finance
obtained from each funding source. A small number of universities indicated that they
perceived their research output would increase over the next 5 years.
The total number of postgraduates completing research within the area of power engineering
for the university survey sample was 133. Local students comprised 62% of the total
postgraduate students. It was noted that two universities accounted for 50% of the local
postgraduate students, with the largest accounting for 33% of the total local students. Most
universities had only 1 or 2 postgraduate students undertaking research in power engineering.
The total number of power engineering postgraduates appears to provide sufficient Australian
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postgraduates to fulfil the numerical requirements of replacing retiring power engineering
academics if they were to choose this career path. However these would not be available to
contribute to numbers required by the industry sector.
Comments from the university questionnaire respondents were often directed to the need for a
strong relationship between universities and industry to be maintained, or even for increased
collaboration. Research was seen as the predominant motivation for academics to remain in
power schools.
To increase the number of students choosing power engineering respondents suggested that
organisations such as IEAust should work with both industry and universities to help promote
engineering to high school students. Also universities should ensure that they sustain quality
teaching to continually attract students. A large input from industry is required for
continuation of research activities and to ensure that university resources, such as laboratory
facilities, are kept up to date.
6.

Issues identified via workshop and submissions

The major issue identified through personal email submissions and discussion at the
workshop was that high school students did not see careers in power engineering as attractive.
Remuneration has not, in the recent past, been as high as for careers in IT, commerce etc. The
level of technology within power engineering may be perceived to be very mature and no
longer cutting edge, irrespective of reality.
A relaxation in the promotion of mathematics is also being experienced at high school level.
Mathematics is no longer compulsory for the Higher School Certificate in NSW and
enrolments at the end of 2002 had fallen by 13.5% for mathematics overall [6]. For careers in
engineering and many other areas, a sound basis of mathematics is vital. Action needs to be
taken by organisations such as IEAust to encourage study of mathematics at high school level
as a basis for a career in engineering.
There is a decline in the number of expert power engineering academics. With a number of
these expects approaching retirement or departure from teaching it is essential that their
knowledge be captured and passed on to younger power engineering academics.
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7.

Options for determining an action plan

The study upon which this report is based obtained information from the electrical power
industry and academic communities through two separate survey questionnaires, a discussion
workshop, and a number of submissions. The study has provided evidence that the manpower
requirements of the electrical power engineering industry involves major issues that need to
be addressed in the near future if a shortage of engineers with skills in the area of electric
power engineering is to be avoided.
The major outcomes of the study are as follows:
(i) The number of power engineering academics is decreasing. The average age of all power
academics is 50 years. The present university environment and research funding
priorities do not attract a sufficient number of young academics to replace retirements.
(ii) International students make up 50% of those taking power courses. The number and
staffing of power schools cannot be determined by local requirements only. The
background and quality of international students will be a major factor in the
development of Australian power schools.
(iii) High school students have less interest in undergraduate courses in all areas of
technology, not just power engineering. It has been stated by a number of commentators
that the reduction in interest in mathematics is a major contributor to this trend.
(iv) The industry response rate of 35% is not sufficiently high to allow the industry
requirement to be assessed with confidence. However, on paper, the projected number of
local power engineering graduates would appear to only just fall below the projected
needs of industry. Nevertheless there are reasons for concern, as not all power
engineering graduates will seek to go into the power industry - they have a sufficiently
broad education that they can find employment elsewhere. Conversely it is comparatively
difficult for other specialities such as computer and telecommunications engineers to
move into power engineering.
(v) Experienced engineers appear to have insufficient time to mentor recent graduates or
recruits to power engineering. Industry seems to expect its power engineers to have more
specialised training, but is less willing than formerly to encourage engineers to take part
in graduate development programmes.
(vi) There are increased demands on undergraduate coursework for a more generalist course.
There is a need for generic technical courses such as computer studies (hardware and
software), digital signal processing, communications and artificial intelligence. The
IEAust has insisted on a large management component. Face to face hours have also
been reduced for undergraduate courses in some Universities. These factors have reduced
the time available for core power courses by about 50% in some universities. There are
indications that the up take of students completing specialist five year degrees is also
declining. At the same time there has been an increase in the range of power technology,
for example power electronics, drives and power quality.
(vii) The conjunction of (v) and (vi) above has created a wide gap between industry
expectations and graduate attributes. This problem is exacerbated in Australia by the low
intake of graduates into some industry sectors. This makes the demand for graduates with
knowledge in some areas of power expertise very low, so that class sizes will not be
viable at any university with present funding arrangements.
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The following action plan, summarised in Table 4, addresses issues (i) to (vii) above:
Table 4: Action Plan
Outcome Action
(i)
• Industry or industry representatives should provide funding to allow expert
academics and industry practitioners to put together resource bases in their
area of expertise for use in future courses. Otherwise some expertise may
soon be lost.
• Power schools should implement a policy for younger academics that will
encourage them to work closely with industry in their research.
(ii)
• Power schools should ensure that teaching standards remain high.
• Power Schools may rely on international students to help maintain
teaching resources. However this should not distract them from ensuring a
focus on high quality research.
(iii)
• IEAust should encourage high school students to undertake the
mathematics and sciences required for engineering careers.
• It should inform students that enrolment in high levels of mathematics may
lead to careers that are both stimulating and provide fulfilling lifestyles.
(iv)
• Industry should be engaged with IEAust in encouraging students to
undertake power engineering. This could be assisted through offers of
scholarships, traineeships or vocational experiences.
• Industry members should consider whether they sufficiently encourage
existing power engineers to remain in technical practice, and whether this
could be facilitated by offering an alternative career path to promotion into
non-engineering management positions.
• Industry may have to adapt to a wider manpower input than specialist
power engineers, at least in the near term. Training will therefore be a
significant issue.
• Industry members should consider whether they sufficiently encourage
mentoring and after graduation training (continuing education) schemes.
This action should occur regardless of addressing any skills shortage
issues.
(v)
• As discussed in (iv) above.
(vi)
• The IEAust should revisit the content of university degree courses to
ensure graduate are receiving an appropriate balance of technical skills,
practical experience, creativity, confidence building tasks, and managerial
tasks.
(vii)
• Industry and Universities should reinforce action items from (iv)

IEAust does not have resources to address all the issues identified above. It has special
responsibilities for items (iii) and (vi) in respect of engineering generally.
The Electric Power Industry must also take responsibility for addressing any current or future
skills shortage. It is likely that continuous activity with strong industry support will be
required. A cooperative effort by Industry and Universities on a state or national level could
be an efficient way of directing resources to this end.
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8.

Conclusion

A study of the industry and university sectors of the electric power engineering industry in
Australia has been completed.
It is estimated that responses to the industry survey represent approximately 35% of the
electric power engineering industry sector in Australia and it is considered that statistics and
trends obtained from the survey results should be reasonably representative of the entire
industry. However definitive conclusions on future requirements for numbers of industry
personnel cannot be assured. The university survey response accounted for 80% of those
Universities that provide some form of power engineering education. All of the major power
engineering schools are included in the survey sample.
Analysis of the results obtained from the surveys suggests that there is cause for concern that
there will be a shortage of suitable electric power engineers in the near future. More
importantly issues regarding the relationships between universities and industry need to be
addressed to enable any such shortages to be averted. More promotion of careers in
engineering in general and electric power engineering in particular needs to be carried out.
Specific outcomes of the study and action items required are listed in Section 7 of this report.
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Appendix B – Industry survey results
41 completed surveys were received from the industry organizations. 25 of these responses were received after
the initial closing date of 13 October 2002. The Number (N) from the survey sample that responded to each
question is included in brackets.
Q2.1
Please categorize your organization into one or more of the following: (N = 41)
Category
Number
Electricity generator
3
Transmission
6
Distribution (wires business)
6
Power system operator
5
Market operator
2
Market trader
1
Retailer
2
Regulator
1
Manufacturer / wholesaler / retail supplier of electrical power equipment
10
Installer of electrical power equipment (construction)
10
Test and commission electrical power equipment
13
Maintainer of electrical power equipment
10
Design and specification of electrical installations
16
Professional association
0
Industry association
1
Research & development
1
Education & training
0
Consumer of electric energy
8
Consultancy to power industry
16
Other
0

Percentage
7%
15%
15%
12%
5%
2%
5%
2%
24%
24%
32%
24%
39%
0%
2%
2%
0%
20%
39%
0%

Q2.2
Please indicate the engineering disciplines your organization provides to the electrical power
industry: (N = 39)
Category
Number
Percentage
Generation
10
24%
Installation design and/or specification
29
71%
Project management
28
68%
Engineering management
25
61%
System analysis, planning and development approvals
13
32%
Network or system operation and control
7
17%
Market operation, management or trading
3
7%
Research & development
5
12%
Product design
5
12%
Manufacturing
7
17%
Construction or installation
15
37%
Maintenance
15
37%
Power quality & reliability
16
39%
Equipment supply
8
20%
System control equipment (SCADA)
14
34%
Power electronics & drives
7
17%
Testing
17
41%
Protection
21
51%
Education & training
5
12%
Other (please specify)*
3
7%
*Other: Strategic studies, energy studies, major consumer.
Q2.3
How many of the following categories of staff do you employ as staff? (Exclude those employed by
individual contract or contract with other companies) (N = 39)
Category
Number
Percentage
Electrical engineering officers and technologists
1271
23%
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Professional electrical engineers
All other electrical staff

1372
2769

25%
51%

Q2.4
How many of the following categories of staff do you employ as individual contract employees?
(Exclude those employed by contract with other companies) (N = 21)
Category
Number
Percentage
Electrical engineering officers and technologists
94
20%
Professional electrical engineers
288
62%
All other electrical staff
81
17%
Q2.5
Please indicate the functions (from question 2.1) your organization significantly contracts out to
other companies and which are therefore under-represented in the staff numbers above. (N = 27)
Function
Number
Percentage
Electricity generator
1
2%
Transmission
2
5%
Distribution (wires business)
2
5%
Power system operator
0
0%
Market operator
1
2%
Market trader
1
2%
Retailer
0
0%
Regulator
0
0%
Manufacturer / wholesaler / retail supplier of electrical power equipment
5
12%
Installer of electrical power equipment (construction)
14
34%
Test and commission electrical power equipment
10
24%
Maintainer of electrical power equipment
12
29%
Design and specification of electrical installations
14
34%
Professional association
0
0%
Industry association
0
0%
Research & development
2
5%
Education & training
5
12%
Consumer of electric energy
0
0%
Consultancy to power industry
7
17%
Other
0
0%
Q2.6
Please indicate the number of your electrical power engineering staff in each of the following age
groups (If possible list the numbers employed under individual contract separately at question 2.8, if not,
include them here): (N = 40)
Officers & Technologists
Professional Engineers
Age bracket
Number
Percentage
Number
Percentage
< 26yrs
39
3%
72
5%
26-30yrs
111
9%
131
9%
31-35yrs
120
10%
203
15%
36-40yrs
148
12%
227
16%
41-45yrs
198
16%
230
17%
46-50yrs
199
16%
170
12%
51-55yrs
212
17%
198
14%
56-60yrs
135
11%
99
7%
61-65yrs
48
4%
52
4%
65+yrs
6
0%
4
0%
Total
1216
100%
1386
100%
Q2.7
Is the age profile of staff employed as individual contract employees not known, included above in
Q2.6, or included below in Q2.8? (N = 16)
Category
Number
Percentage
Not known
25
61%
Included in Q2.6
8
20%
Included in Q2.8
8
20%
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Q2.8
Please indicate the number of your electrical power engineering staff employed by individual
contract in each of the following age groups: (N = 14)
Age profile
Officers & Technologists
Professional Engineers
Number
Percentage
Number
Percentage
< 26yrs
3
5%
4
2%
26-30yrs
7
11%
19
8%
31-35yrs
10
16%
15
6%
36-40yrs
6
10%
21
8%
41-45yrs
17
27%
61
24%
46-50yrs
7
11%
49
20%
51-55yrs
6
10%
48
19%
56-60yrs
4
6%
26
10%
61-65yrs
2
3%
7
3%
65+yrs
1
2%
0
0%
Total
63
100%
250
100%
Q2.9
Please estimate the total number of electrical power engineering professionals and technologists
that were or are likely to be employed by your organization in the years listed below (including individual
contract employees and staff who have changed specialty to or retrained as electrical power engineers or
technologists): (N = 38)
Year
Officers & Technologists
Professional Engineers
1998
1048
550
2002
1353
978
2003
1376
1023
2004
1184
847
2008
1234
913
Q2.10 Please estimate the number of electrical power engineering professionals or technologists that
were or are likely to be recruited/downsized by your organization in the years listed below: (N = 32)
Officers & Technologists
Professional Engineers
Year
Recruit
Downsize
Recruit
Downsize
1998
22
-44
34
-31
2002
31
-7
80
-13
2003
43
-10
90
-8
2004
44
-11
73
-8
2008
48
-11
72
-10
Q2.11 Of the total electrical power engineering professionals and technologists currently employed by
your organization please indicate the percentage which are associated with each of the following: (N = 35)
Category
Number
Generation, transmission and distribution
1849
Utilisation and power equipment
168
Building services and site distribution
365
Q3.1
Please rank (1-8 or leave blank if not utilized)
organization utilizes the most: (N = 39)
Ranking (1 - highest, 8 – lowest)
Source
University electrical power engineering graduates
University electrical (non-power) engineering graduates
University other non-electrical-power engineering graduates
Traineeships and cadetships
Engineers from other organizations
Engineers from overseas
In house trained engineering officers & technologists
Re-employment of former electrical power engineers
Other (please specify)

the sources of electrical power engineers your
1

2

10
5
0
2
14
2
3
1
0

7
5
2
0
10
2
1
4
0

3
4
5
6
Number at ranking
4
3
1
0
6
5
2
0
0
1
3
2
2
1
0
1
3
2
1
0
4
3
2
4
4
4
6
1
3
4
2
3
0
0
0
0

7

8

0
0
0
6
2
0
0
1
0

2
0
3
0
0
1
2
1
0
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Q3.2
If your organization has attempted to recruit electrical power engineering staff in the last year,
has it experienced difficulty? (N = 41)
Category
Number
Percentage
Yes
22
54%
No
8
20%
Have not recruited
11
27%
Q3.3
Is your organization concerned that there will be shortage of electrical power engineering staff?
(N = 41)
2 years
2 and 6 years
Category
Number
Percentage
Number Percentage
Yes
24
59%
28
68%
No
9
22%
2
5%
Unsure
8
20%
11
27%
Q3.4
If a shortage of electrical power engineers is expected, prioritise (1-5 or leave blank) the options
below for who should be responsible for addressing medium and long term strategies to eliminate the
shortage: (N = 37)
Ranking (1 - highest, 5 - lowest)
1
2
3
4
5
Category
Number at ranking
Each organization
4
7
4
6
9
Team approach of industry, government & professional associations 25
6
2
2
0
Federal, state & territory governments
1
2
5
9
8
Professional associations (eg IEAust)
2
11
10
5
4
Tertiary institutions & other training organizations
4
8
11
7
3
Other*
0
0
1
0
0
*Other: Engineering training company (like apprentice training companies).
Q3.5
If a shortage of electrical power engineers is expected, please prioritise (1-4 or leave blank) the
following measures that the industry and/or education & training sector could put in place to minimise
future skills shortages: (N = 35)
Ranking (1 - highest, 4 - lowest)
1
2
3
4
Category
Number at ranking
Increase the number of power engineering graduates from universities
19
10
2
1
Introduce post-graduate units and courses on power engineering specialisations 8
13
7
5
Increase skilled migration
1
1
10
9
Retain existing power engineers for longer periods
3
7
7
7
Other*
3
2
1
1
*Other: Inculcate government understanding of effects of economic rationalisation, increase student incentives
such as scholarships and traineeships, increase profile of engineering, stop outsourcing engineering.
Q3.6
If a shortage of electrical power engineers is expected, please rank (1-6 or leave blank) the
possible reasons for this shortage within your organisation: (N = 35)
6
Ranking (1 - highest, 6 - lowest)
1
2
3
4
5
Category
Number at ranking
Decreasing numbers of university electrical power engineering graduates 10
7
6
2
0
1
Retirement
11
5
4
3
3
0
Move into non-engineering management
5
11
7
2
1
0
Death & disability
0
0
1
1
0
8
Move to other electrical power engineering organisation
3
3
3
5
4
0
Move to another industry
4
2
4
3
6
1
Other*
3
3
0
0
0
1
*Other: Outsourcing, management does not recognise the need for engineers, uncertain career path for power
engineers.
Q3.7
If a shortage of electrical power engineers has been experienced, please rank (1-6 or leave blank)
the strategies your organisation employed to recruit engineers? (N = 29)
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Ranking (1 - highest, 6 - lowest)
1
2
3
4
5
Category
Number at ranking
Employ more university electrical power engineering graduates
5
7
2
1
1
Employ more university non-power engineering graduates
1
4
2
3
3
Sponsorship of university undergraduates
4
0
0
0
0
Engineers from other organisations
11
8
2
2
2
Engineers from overseas
3
1
5
1
1
In house training of electrical engineering officers & technologists 1
1
5
5
5
Other*
4
0
0
0
0
*Other: Recruit from interstate, unable to find suitable graduate, rely on outsourcing.

6
1
3
0
2
1
5
0

Q4.1
Is the education of newly qualified electrical power engineering staff adequate? (N = 41)
Category Number Percentage
Yes
17
41%
No
24
59%
Q4.2
Please indicate how important completion of the following university undergraduate electrical
power engineering topics is to your organisation: (N = 40)
Importance
Very important
Important
Not important
Category
Number at importance
Power electronics
10
13
18
Drives
7
12
22
Electrical power systems modelling, analysis and planning
20
12
9
Electrical power system equipment
18
18
5
Electrical power system protection
23
14
4
Power quality & reliability
13
22
6
Condition monitoring
7
18
16
Insulation co-ordination and HV technology
12
18
11
Electrical power system economics
4
19
18
Asset management
8
17
16
Traction
0
2
39
Generation
7
11
23
Control theory
6
16
19
Other*
5
2
34
*Other: Load characteristics, industrial process control, SCADA and automation, distribution design, project
management, general power and lighting.
Q4.3
Please indicate how important completion of the following after-graduation (including in house
training) electrical power engineering topics is to your organisation: (N = 39)
Importance
Very important
Important
Not important
Category
Number at importance
Electrical power system modelling & simulation
13
14
14
Electrical power system planning
11
14
16
Electrical power system equipment
19
13
9
Electrical power system protection
22
12
7
Power quality & reliability
12
22
7
Customer loads
6
19
16
Electrical power system automation (IT applications)
7
21
13
Project & contract management
16
21
4
Electricity market principles & risk management
2
11
28
Asset management
8
14
19
Technical obligations in electricity codes
18
13
10
Generator characteristics and performance
4
9
28
High voltage testing
8
16
17

39

Other*
3
0
*Other: Electrical safety, process control, instrumentation, high voltage switching, lighting design.
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Q4.4
Does your organisation provide support for staff undertaking after-graduation education for
electrical power engineers? (N = 41)
Category Number Percentage
Yes
35
85%
No
6
15%
Q4.5
If your organisation does provide support for staff undertaking after-graduation education,
through what schemes: (N = 37)
Category
Number Percentage
In house training
21
51%
Short courses
32
78%
Distance university education
12
29%
Part time post-graduate university education
22
54%
Full time post-graduate university education
4
10%
Other*
3
7%
*Other: On the job training, various seminars.
Q4.6
Please indicate the following after-graduation education schemes your organisation would use if
available: (N = 39)
Category
Number Percentage
In house training
23
56%
Short courses
37
90%
Distance university education
21
51%
Part time post-graduate university education
27
66%
Full time post-graduate university education
6
15%
Other*
3
7%
*Other: Rotational industrial training scheme (sharing graduates with other companies), joint product
development schemes with universities.
Q4.7
Please outline any other issues in relation to the education and training of electrical power
engineers that are of interest or concern to your organisation: (N = 20)
“If I have a concern it is probably that there are a number of courses like project management and general
management courses which seem to have reduced the availability of technical elective subjects. I feel that this is
to the detriment of the graduate across the board, particularly as skill depth declines in organisations as a result
of staff reductions. I understand the logic behind these courses, but feel that these management courses are best
handled as post graduate courses for those who cannot gain that knowledge in the work environment and need
that exposure.”
“It is important that graduates understand fundamental economic issues, fundamental legal issues and
fundamental management issues. It is important that graduates have the ability to effectively communicate both
orally and in written form with non-professional people, non-electrical people, peers and management. It is
important for the graduates to understand that each of these groups have different requirements.”
“The current environment of economic rationalisation, together with unbridled ambition of persons seeking short
term lucrative contracts (and this includes some professional engineers, who are really letting the side down and
demonstrating a lack of concern for the ethics of professional engineering) is causing a de-skilling and deengineering of the work-force. This was OK in the shorter term (now since expired), bit it is now becoming
critical. Because students perceive the lack of employment opportunities, together with the ready availability of
IT employment, new enrolments in power engineering have fallen.”
“We have had difficulty in recruiting suitably qualified Engineers. The supply of Electrical Power Engineers
appears to be a global problem. Discussion with international colleagues shows that they are experiencing
similar problems (or worse).”
“Poor power factor! The engineering content has been reduced so that university education is close to 90 degrees
out of phase with engineering practice.”
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“Key issue is erosion of working conditions for electrical engineers which has pushed people into other
professions. Supply and demand!”
“The prime reason we have difficulty recruiting engineers is because we are seen as a remote location and
engineers can get as good or better jobs in or close to the city. This is particularly important if the engineer’s
spouse also has a career that they are not prepared to give up. It is not as simple as just "train more engineers".
There has to be a reason for students to select that discipline and at the moment it is not seen as attractive. It has
to be made more attractive by paying more, some other form of incentive or somehow changing student’s
perceptions.”
“The appetite for electronics, PLC, SCADA is overwhelming.”
“Up until the deregulation Power Engineers were employed by the SECV and were able to choose a career for
long term development. The mentors had experience from a long line of technical history. The engineering
practices were built upon engineering principles. Training was typically 3 years to introduce concepts and then
3-10 years on developing expertise. In summary a Power Engineer was just starting to come into his prime after
6-10 years in the industry. In today’s highly competitive global market we doubt if the new graduates will
remain in a job for more than 3 years. By the time we have finished the first phase of training they will have left.
We expect we will have to develop policies and procedures to address the Gen X expectations for global
employment.”
“Finding suitably qualified electrical power engineering graduates is very difficult. My perception is that most
electrical engineering degree courses no longer offer power engineering subjects.”
“A little more practical experience would go a long way to helping graduates transit from university to career.
And when practical experience is undertaken explain the exact situations to which this will be relevant.”
“Our practice is regionally based. Finding graduate power electrical engineers is difficult enough. Finding
graduates willing to move out of the capital cities is even more difficult. We have been attempting to recruit a
graduate since February. Our observation is that there is little focus on power engineering in universities.
Graduates may have covered some power related units during their courses but with little focus on the power
industry.”
“We have 15 electrical engineer/technologist/officers specialising in the power generation industry but 12 of
these are Automation, SCADA and IT types and I have deliberately excluded these from the survey. I do not
believe that such types are in shortage. The real shortage is in the apparently non-glamorous area of heavy
electrical power i.e. power systems analysis, protection (generator, motor, transformer and feeder), rotating
machines (generators (kW to GW ratings), motors (kW to MW ratings)), generator AVR and excitation systems
(including associated power electronics), VSD, heavy power distribution (switchgear, power transformers,
cabling, bus duct etc), power quality correction, UPS (both static and dynamic), battery and charger systems,
facility earthing etc. etc.”
"Recruitment of Graduate Engineers: We advertised in June 2002 for graduate Electrical Engineers and we
received 183 applications.”
“Image and perception of the power industry as viewed by the general public: One of the areas I am involved in
is trying to encourage year 12 students into a career in the power industry via our scholarship and traineeship
programs. I often get comments like ‘my father says don't go into the power industry as the regularly downsize
and it's all old technology anyway, you're better off in telecommunications or IT.’”
“Power Stream offered by Universities: Most of the Universities don't offer a power stream for students any
more (although most have a telecommunications stream), and have only a few power elective subjects. Clearly
this is a supply and demand problem, if students don't wish to undertake power subjects then the Universities
have little choice but to stop offering them.”
“Information Provided by School Career Advisors: Year 12 students often seek advise from their school career
advisor when deciding which career they should pursue. Again I here many stories of students steered away from
the power industry.”
“Our organisation is not recruiting and training graduates. There is likely to be a lack of suitable candidates to
fill roles requiring management of a distribution system in a manufacturing plant in the future. There is no
replacement planning.”
“The question about training power engineers has a number of issues to it. Career prospects and incentive for a
young power engineer must be of concern, especially against more fashionable competing electronics/IT careers.
Restructuring in the power industry leads me to believe (even if anecdotally) that we are heading for a crisis in
the ‘supply’ of power engineers, particularly as our power systems age and as required generation capacity is not
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planned or built, with the result that new designs and redesigns will be required. Coordination of power systems
across the nation seems abysmal and has been highly politicised. I know of power engineers who have been laid
off as a result of deregulation/rationalisation and who now work as contractors in some cases almost back in
their old positions. In other instances, positions have been abolished. This is not necessarily wrong but I expect
the inevitable result will be brown outs followed by knee jerk political reaction(s) to ‘fix’ the problem, which
could just mean buying the required expertise from overseas rather than having (developed) our own expertise
here. I think the idea (or perhaps mantra) that the market will take care of everything won't work across the
power industry, because the market price signals won't necessarily give the correct signal in the interests of
consumers. It's a tricky issue. What is the right balance between government and private involvement in the
industry but until that is sorted out with some certainty, I don't see any answer to the question of training
additional power engineers. Although I have strong reservations about government enquiries, perhaps the best
approach may well be to push for one across the nation to address the many issues facing the industry which
would include the number and supply of new graduates. The challenge then would be to get government to act
on the results. I notice that this survey has been commissioned by ESAA, EESA and IEAust. This is a good
starting point but the topic needs to be broader than future demand and educational needs alone.”
“There is minimal mentoring of graduates in this organisation. There are barely enough engineers around to do
the work that needs to be done, let alone taking a new graduate under your wing. Efforts are made but on the
whole it falls short. There is more emphasis on learn as you go, make your own mistakes etc, which can be
costly for the organisation. The organisation has no graduate development program and no formalised mentoring
scheme. The organisation supports short course training for engineers provided there is a link to the work of the
role, which is fine. There is little contact with the local universities - prizes are sponsored but there is no
interaction with the students during the year. Vacation employment is offered to students and every effort made
to make their experience valuable for both parties. There has been difficulties experienced recently in obtaining
suitable electrical power engineering students, due to the shift to the fashionable IT field. There needs to be more
focus during university education on the role of Australian Standards, as most students and graduates only ‘know
of’ AS3000 let alone other standards. Power System Earthing is also not well covered in most university
courses.”
“Closer link to universities for product development, practical experience and to create jobs for the students
through business expansion. Joint university/company projects higher profile to attract quality persons to a career
in power engineering.”
“Queensland has 5 universities which offer electrical engineering degree courses with power subject electives.
(UQ, QUT, USQ, CQU, JCU). We have had no problem recruiting electrical engineers with the required
qualifications. A few years ago we did have some difficulty recruiting senior level engineers with planning
specialisation, but even this has not been a problem in recent times.”
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Appendix C – University questionnaire
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Appendix D – University survey results
20 completed surveys were received from university institutions including one from New Zealand. 6 of these
responses were received after the initial closing date of 6 October 2002. The Australian institutes have been
numbered 1-19 in no particular order and the New Zealand response has only been included where indicated.
The Number (N) from the survey sample that responded to each question is included in brackets.
Q2.1
Please provide the total number of students in their final year of electrical engineering at your
institution. (N = 20)
Q2.3
Please provide the number of final year students choosing electrical power engineering subjects.
(N = 20) (This question was later broken down in to local and international students).
Q2.5
What number of electrical engineering students will graduate with electrical power engineering
specialisations this year? (N = 20)
Q2.6
What is your guess as to the number of graduates with electrical power engineering specialisation
in 5 years time? (N = 20)
Institution
Numbers
Q2.3 Student Breakdown
Q2.1
Q2.3
Q2.5
Q2.6
Local Students International
150
10
10
10
5
5
1
8
8
8
12
4
4
2
73
70
65
50
49
21
3
165
0
0
0
0
0
4
124
55
0
0
22
33
5
134
79
79
40
12
67
6
180
30
0
0
24
6
7
180
44
27
35
18
26
8
65
25
22
20
19
6
9
100
10
10
10
5
5
10
75
25
25
15
13
12
11
125
27
27
40
24
3
12
60
18
14
16
13
5
13
15
7
7
7
4
3
14
50
5
5
5
3
2
15
40
14
8
8
7
7
16
15
5
5
10
3
2
17
67
50
50
50
26
24
18
30
30
30
30
16
14
19
Total
1656
512
392
358
267
245
100
23
23
30
NZ
Q2.2
Please rank (1-10 or leave blank) the specialisations offered in final year to all electrical
engineering students in order of popularity. (N = 18)
Ranking (1 - highest, 10 - lowest)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Category
Number of rankings
1
4
3
2
1
3
0
1
0
0
Power
3
0
5
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
Control (including robotics)
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
0
0
0
Electronics
4
6
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
Computer
8
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
Telecommunications
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Internet
2
2
4
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
Signal Processing (inc image and speech)
0
0
0
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
Mechatronics
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
Other*
*Other: Photonics, Aerospace, Radio Frequency
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Q2.4
Please indicate trends you have noticed in the number of students choosing electrical power
engineering: (N = 19)
“We do not offer a power engineering specialisation. All final year electrical engineering students therefore take
the power engineering subjects. To a large extent this has shielded us from any drop in numbers of students
taking these options. Although numbers do vary year to year, our electrical engineering major remains more
popular than our computer systems or double degree strands.”
“Full electrical engineering no longer offered, however a combined mechanical and electrical engineering degree
is offered with the emphasis on control from an electrical perspective i.e. PLC's, micro-controllers, signal
processing rather than high voltage systems.”
“Because of the fact that in our school, electrical engineering is different than in other universities, we have
students in the power stream of about 70 over the last few years. The first two years are common in the school.
In-take to electrical engineering (power and control) is from the first year. Also we get about 30-35% of our
students are from South East Asia. That is why we are able to maintain numbers in the power stream. All who
choose electrical engineering (with the exception of a few) continue their interest in power engineering to the
end.”
“We have stopped offering electrical power engineering subjects as a specialisation in final year.”
“We do not have any official specialisation. Our students have the freedom to choose subjects from a number of
areas and the course is very flexible. However, we encourage students to take courses from their interest of
specialisation with broadening their knowledge in other areas as well. In 2001 the enrolment in a fourth year
power course (subject) was 43, in 2002 the enrolments in power courses in 4th year are 55 and 27. We have
around 50 students doing thesis projects in final year. About 100 students enrolled in a 3rd year power course.”
“Many of the power classes are supported by Singapore students.”
“Increased slightly during last two years.”
“There has been a significant increase in numbers taking power engineering subjects over the last two years.
Previously the majority were overseas students but there is a major increase in local students now.”
“Ranges from 20-30, there is a slight downward trend at the moment.”
“It is going down. However, due to the overseas student demand it is very much stable within the last few years.”
“Roughly constant.”
“Fairly stable.”
“Steady for the last 6 years.”
“Numbers have been static for a long time.”
“Trend is down. Typically those choosing power subjects are external students already employed in the power
industry or internal students with special interest in energy (eg renewables).”
“Numbers have risen marginally over the past three years.”
“People are interested in renewable energy, electrical motors and their control.”
“Student numbers for analytically demanding subjects are less strong than those offering more general content.”
“We do not have a power engineering major. Every electrical engineering student has to do several power
engineering related subjects. The number of students choosing electrical engineering as their major has been
steady over last few years.”
NZ: “Declining over the last 10 years.”
Q2.7
If there has been a significant difference between the numbers you have given for questions 2.5
and 2.6? What do you consider to be the significant causes? (N = 8)
“Student profiles are defined by the University in each program.”
“Our decision to stop offering power engineering specialisation stemmed from the observations that a) This was
an offering unpopular with the students, b) Students with this specialisation hardly ever got work in this
particular area, c) The perception that our basis courses provided sufficient background for someone with
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interest to be able to pick this up, d) If students requested this option, our collaboration with another University
provides the option for them for these subjects.”
“Normally the number of local students doing power engineering courses is not large. It should be around 15-25
per year. The remaining numbers are from our international students.”
“a) Better job opportunities in power engineering, b) Improved salaries (some of our graduates in power are
getting salaries better than those in IT), c) A realisation that power engineering now requires substantial input
from signal processing, computer applications and other areas seen as being more interesting than old style
power engineering.”
“Figure could be less if employment prospects decline eg due to utility restructuring.”
“Decline in local industry intake”
“Potential increase in overseas students. Better employment opportunity.”
“Power will be again in demand.”
NZ: “Setting up an Electric Power Engineering Centre to promote and publicise power engineering, offer
scholarships, work experience and interaction with industry, including staff exchanges.”
Q3.1
How many teaching academics are there in your school/department? (N = 19)
Q3.2
How many of them have a specialised knowledge in electrical power engineering and thus are able
to teach electrical power engineering subjects? (N = 19)
Q3.8
What is your best guess as to the number of staff in your school/department who will be able to
teach electrical power engineering subjects in 5 year's time? (N = 19)
Institution
Numbers
Q3.1
Q3.2
Q3.8
8
2
2
1
7
1
1
2
69
10
10
3
26
2
1
4
26
4
4
5
22
7
5
6
14
3
7
35
9
7
8
20
5
5
9
20
2
3
10
20
5
4
11
23
4
5
12
7
3
3
13
30
5
5
14
14
3
3
15
14
4
4
16
16
3
2
17
29
5
4
18
70
6
6
19
Total
470
83
74
23
7
5
NZ
Q3.3
Please indicate the number of your staff from question 3.2 in each of the following age groups: (N
= 19)
Age profile
Number
Percentage
< 26yrs
1
1%
26-30yrs
8
9%
31-35yrs
5
5%
36-40yrs
6
7%
41-45yrs
17
19%
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46-50yrs
51-55yrs
56-60yrs
61-65yrs
65+yrs
Total

20
17
12
4
1
91

22%
19%
13%
4%
1%
100%

Q3.4
Please indicate where you expect to be able to obtain your next electrical power engineering
academic from (N = 19)
Category
Number Percentage
Local PhD student
3
16%
Australian PhD student
5
26%
Australian power engineering academic
4
21%
Other*
7
37%
*Other: Part time staff, overseas academic, overseas PhD student.
Q3.5
Please indicate the areas in which members of your electrical power engineering group have
offered courses in the last five years. (N = 19)
Q3.6
Please indicate the areas in which you can run effective electrical power laboratories or computer
analysis classes. (N = 19)
Q3.9
Please indicate the areas in which your institution plans to be able to offer courses in five years
time. (N = 19)
Category
Number
Q3.5
Q3.6
Q3.9
Machines
18
17
15
Power electronics
18
16
17
Drives
15
12
13
Power systems analysis
18
19
18
Electrical equipment
7
6
3
Protection
8
5
9
Power quality
9
6
9
Reliability
6
3
7
Power system economics, the deregulated market
9
4
8
Asset management
2
2
2
Traction
2
2
1
Generation
7
3
3
Renewable energy technologies
11
10
12
Control systems
16
14
15
Other*
4
4
3
*Other: Electronics, Digital systems, Building Services, Electrical Safety, Risk analysis, Ethics
Q3.7
Does your institution provide electrical power engineering subjects through distance education or
similar schemes? (N = 19)
Category
Number Percentage
Yes
3
16%
No
14
74%
No, but plan to within the next five years
2
11%
Q3.10 Please list any significant change in your electrical power laboratory or computer class capability
expected to occur over the next 5 years. (N = 17)
“Our power labs have been reduced over the last 5 years. We are trying to reduce this trend at present but
financial constraints means it will take some time. We also plan to use more computer simulation in future.”
“None”
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“Students will have greater choice in the future. This might affect their choice for power.”
“Most of our work will be in connection with another University, we will not invest in power laboratories.”
“Not much.”
“We will be committing to provide asset management at the postgraduate level initially and seek components
relevant to undergraduate.”
“Improved electrical equipment laboratory experiments, upgrading of power utilization experiments, improved
power system analysis computing facilities.”
“Lab facilities are dated - need injection of capital to provide relevant lab experiences.”
“More computer aided. Current capacity is around 150 students/year (serving mechanical engineering students,
electrical and electronic engineering students and mechatronics students).”
“Hope to have more power electronics and drives experiments set up.”
“Power quality. Power systems control. Reliability.”
“No significant changes are expected.”
“A refurbishment of a machines laboratory.”
“Upgrade of test equipment (additional CROs with maths functions such as FFT) plus additional commercial
power electronics equipment (eg a 5kW soft-starter) and some power quality test equipment.”
“We are planning to revamp the electrical machines/drives lab. This will increase emphasis on drive systems
and less on machine characteristics. It is also planned to integrate simulation exercises into this area.”
“The units with small number of students are going to disappear to save money.”
NZ: “Move towards modern, lightweight machines for instruction and computer diagnostics and control.”
Q4.1
Please indicate what areas of research have been published by your electrical power group within
the last 2 years. (N = 18)
Category
Number
Machines
7
Power electronics
13
Drives
6
Power systems analysis
13
Electrical equipment
3
Protection
2
Power quality
11
Reliability
3
Power system economics, the deregulated market
6
Asset management
3
Traction
2
Generation
0
Renewable energy technologies
9
Control systems
9
Other*
4
*Other: Risk analysis, education, artificial intelligence, high voltage and cabling.
Q4.2
What are your sources of funding for electrical power engineering research? (N = 19)
Category
Number
University grants
13
Federal government
13
State government
3
Industry body (eg ESAA)
3
Industry
17
Other*
1
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*Other: Consultancy
Q4.3
Do you see a significant change in your research output over the next 5 years? (N = 19)
Category Number Percentage
Yes
9
47%
No
3
16%
Unsure
7
37%
Q4.4
Is research necessary to support the quality of your teaching? (N = 19)
Category Number Percentage
Yes
16
84%
No
0
0%
Unsure
3
16%
Q4.5
Can teaching be sustained without research opportunities for the staff? (N = 19)
Category Number Percentage
Yes
2
11%
No
14
74%
Unsure
3
16%
Q4.6
How many post graduates students are currently undertaking research in electrical power
engineering? (N = 16)
Institution
Numbers
Combined
Local
International
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
31
28
3
3
0
0
0
4
15
14
1
5
8
4
4
6
4
2
2
7
27
4
23
8
8
4
4
9
3
2
1
10
3
2
1
11
4
3
1
12
3
3
0
13
2
1
1
14
1
1
0
15
2
1
1
16
2
1
1
17
17
11
6
18
3
2
1
19
Total
133
83
50
20
0
20
NZ
Q5.1

What is the most significant factor in keeping electrical power schools viable? (N = 18)

“Funding (federal government, grants and industry).”
“The uniqueness of the program as compared to other schools. The focus on power engineering is well explained
from the start of the program.”
“Industry interest in power engineering at a research and development level.”
“Industry support for research funding, industry awareness about the necessity of power engineering.”
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“Direct link with power industry which includes research funding.”
“No idea.”
“Job opportunities in the power industry and the continuation of research activities.”
“Recruitment of young, energetic staff with opportunities for research. Updated lab facilities (needs injection of
capital).”
“Overseas student demand.”
“Industry support & encouragement.”
“Offering courses which are relevant to the present and future need of the power industry.”
“Industry oriented research.”
“A strong local demand - which we have in regional Queensland.”
“Staff dedication.”
“Maintaining relevant, active research.”
“Make electrical engineering a prestige profession as it has to be.”
“Power industry support - engagement and financial. Withdrawal of this support is likely to see the demise of
several more power schools in Australia. Several have disappeared in the last five years.”
“There must be enough students interested in this area.”
NZ: “Having students and staff.”
Q5.2

What actions should be taken to keep university electrical power engineering at a healthy level…

…by the IEAust? (N = 13)
“Lobby government and industry to support Universities.”
“To indicate that there is a need for power engineers. Provide scholarships for students taking power stream.”
“Moderator for coordination? Establishing a policy framework for cooperation?”
“Awareness about the problem, some major initiative like that taken by Hydro Quebec and Institute of Power
Engineering in Canada.”
“Publicise statistics of industry need and migrant intake.”
“Increased power promotion. Better interaction with research activities eg through AUPEC. There is very poor
interaction with Universities at present.”
“IE Aust can influence course content and min. resource levels.”
“Sponsoring power engineering meetings and conferences.”
“I don't think any.”
“Provide forum specially for industry/university interaction.”
“Conducting seminars on relevant areas of interest.”
“Improve the conditions of engineers in working place.”
“Drive home the message to Government that central planning for future strategic manpower needs is essential.”
NZ: “Promote power engineering.”
…by some other industry group (eg ESAA)? (N = 13)
“Provide research money in form of competitive grants.”
“Renewed interest in research and development, promotion of the importance of this discipline.”
“Some initiative for research funding. If industry needs power engineers, then they should fund some research.
University is very unwilling to support any program if there is no funding from the industry.”
“Promotion of research opportunities within Australia.”
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“Provide some central facility on its web site for advertising job opportunities.”
“Encourage consulting, research, continuing education.”
“Offering scholarships, awards.”
“Generate research ideas.”
“Identify industry needs, priority research areas.”
“Help in Industrial experience.”
NZ: “Promote power engineering.”
…by university electrical power schools? (N = 14)
“Modernise courses, recruit more postgraduates, seek more grant and consultancy funding, work more closely
with industry.”
“To continue its support to power programs.”
“Cooperation between schools: pooling of resources.”
“Maintain research laboratories and research facilities and maintain minimum number of 3-4 staff.”
“Maintain staff levels and increase links with other sectors of electrical engineering.”
“Increase promotion of power engineering. This has been done at our university and is successful in making
students more aware of power engineering.”
“Collaboration eg sharing of resources.”
“Seek industry support, work cooperatively with other research groups within the school.”
“Maintaining and fostering the expertise in power engineering.”
“Attract talented young students by demonstrating the relevance of electrical power engineering (eg the need for
sustainability).”
“Raise the profile of the groups. Seek increased industry liaison.”
“Increase the number of postgraduate students and scholarships.”
“Ensure that the professional skills being transferred to graduates do match the Industry's needs.”
NZ: “Sustained quality teaching and research.”
…by industry? (N = 15)
“Collaborate more with Universities.”
“To provide financial support through collaborative programs and research.”
“Start hiring people with power background, use engineers for design, not marketing.”
“Support for Power Chair in number of Schools. There is an extreme decline in chair/professor position in power
area.”
“Positive attitude to University contributions, proactive in developing interest in students.”
“Create jobs.”
“Increase job prospects and promote the power engineer activity as multi-disciplinary work requiring varied
skills. On the research side provide some support for industry linked research and more cooperative education
scholarships at universities.”
“Research opportunities.”
“If industry demands power engineers.”
“Support schools individually and via ESAA.”
“Having an active program of recruitment. Giving regular information talks to students.”
“Work placements to encourage students and show the job demand.”
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“Raise its research and development commitment.”
“Help in Industrial experience.”
“Develop longer-term horizons, and recognise that some locally developed skills replacement is now needed.”
NZ: “Support students and staff - EPE Centre.”
…some other group (please specify)? (N = 3)
“Government.”
Q5.3

Any other comments? (N = 9)

“University funding is a real problem at present. Without proper support it is probable that there will be a severe
shortage of specialist power engineers in the medium to long term.”
“The pressure on power programs is increasing and there are threats that we are not contemporary.”
“Some form of specialisation and concentration of interest is going to be cost effective. Not all schools should
maintain power engineering, but some should. A balance needs to be found. Cooperation between schools is
essential. This could take the form of sharing labs, subjects, etc. Given the total demand for power engineers, it
is not a viable option that all schools should maintain a full power engineering curriculum.”
“We did not see any major initiative in power engineering for the last several years either from industry, IEAust
or from federal government. To promote power engineering we need a combined effort. Research funding
support for long term research (at least 1-2 years), support of professor/chair positions in University are the
major ones. At our university we had several retirements in power engineering professor positions and not a
single professor position has been replaced.”
“At our university we have found that the number of students electing to do power engineering (electrical
energy) is increasing and the number of local students taking energy subjects is increasing substantially. The
nadir appears to have passed. This is probably due to the perception of students who are very well attuned to job
and salary prospects and the improvement in this area in recent years has not escaped their attention. We have
had a very encouraging response from our cooperative students to their 6 month stays in power industry and this
has helped to improve the image of power engineering as an interesting and challenging vocation. On the
research side there is still a significant reluctance by industry to support research: there should be some attempt
by the IEAust to persuade its members that without research there will be an eventual deterioration in the quality
of power engineering teaching. Without research activity there will be eventually no academic staff wanting to
teach power engineering.”
“Electrical engineering power courses need to improve their image eg by promoting renewable energy. Many
labs have not been updated for 20-30 years, this reinforces the image of power as being old-fashioned.”
“Integrate all the efforts together to make Power Engineering popular again.”
“Power engineering education in Australia is a low-volume product. On the basis of head-count alone, it cannot
compete against computing and telecommunications. If the power industry wants any access at all to tertiary
qualified electrical power engineers graduating 10 years from now, it (the industry) has no choice but to become
financially engaged in the process. Without this support, there is a serious likelihood that number of power
schools remaining in Australia could drop close to zero. It is unlikely that Governments will deliver the needed
support.”
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Appendix E – Workshop summary report
WORKSHOP - SUPPLY OF ELECTRICAL POWER ENGINEERS
Sponsored by EnergyAustralia, Integral Energy and TransGrid
1.

Introduction

In May 2002 the Electric Energy Society of Australia (EESA) and the Electrical Supply
Association of Australia (ESAA) commissioned the University of Wollongong to survey the
future demand and supply of electrical power engineers in Australia. A workshop was held to
discuss the industry and university responses to the survey on 13th November 2002 at the
Sydney Marriott Hotel. This workshop provided an important opportunity for attendees,
including respondents to the two questionnaires, to discuss action required to improve
electrical power engineering in Australia. It included presentations of local and international
viewpoints from industry and university representatives.
2.

Opening remarks

The morning session of the workshop included the presentations from industry and university
representatives. The session began with some opening remarks from the IEAust and EESA
representative Dr David Sweeting outlining the purpose of the workshop. A summary of the
major points from Dr Sweeting’s talk is included below.
2.1
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

David Sweeting - IEAust
A higher percentage of the population is obtaining a University education. However,
shortages are being seen in a number of career paths including: nursing, nuclear
physics, science and engineering.
A shortage of experienced academics is also being realised, noting that student
numbers largely determine what career disciplines are taught at Universities.
A recent survey by IEAust into the Australian Railways Industry found an aging
workforce with staff shortages imminent.
Some anecdotal evidence also suggested that a similar situation was occurring in
Power Engineering.
EESA has commissioned the University of Wollongong to complete a survey of power
engineering to quantify the shortage of power engineers in Australia. IEAust, EESA,
and ESAA provided funding for the survey.
A general study on professional engineers completed in 1990 found that
o 21.5% of professional engineers were migrants
o In 1989 there were approximately 3000 graduate engineers
o Engineering graduate numbers were remaining steady. However power and
control graduate numbers were declining
The last Australia wide study into power engineering specifically was in 1991
o 330 power graduates were being produced per year
There has also been a recent Victorian study into the electricity and gas supply
industry
o Average age of a electrical power engineer was 51
o A noticeable drop off in number of young engineers was identified
Objectives of today’s workshop are to present results from the IEAust commissioned
survey and obtain ideas from audience to help create an Action Plan.
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•
•

3.

Thanks were given to other members of the team completing the IEAust study
including Vic Gosbell, Duane Robinson, Bryce Corderoy, Warwick Grainger
Thanks were given to workshop sponsors including EnergyAustralia, Integral Energy
and TransGrid
Industry Presentations

The industry presentations included three speakers, Bob Rigg from TransGrid, Bruce Carr
from ALSTOM and Bryce Corderoy representing CIGRE. The aim of the industry
presentations was to give an overview from some of the larger power engineering
organisations of the current industry situation with respect to their own power engineering
manpower requirements and to highlight some of the corrective measure they perceive as
being useful. Summaries of the industry presentations are provided below.
3.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Bob Rigg (Manager for HR) – TransGrid
Apologies were extended from David Croft and Lionel Smyth who were not available
to provide presentations
The average age of an engineer in TransGrid is 44.7
TransGrid currently has a graduate development program and this includes
scholarships, cadetships and graduates.
In the past the regulated industry provided a structure that could sustain a large
number of University power schools and research. However deregulation has seen a
cutting back of industry and re-evaluation of support provided to universities.
Downsizing of industry saw the loss of a much needed technical base. Replacing these
people has been difficult.
HR people do not necessarily have a technical background and thus can struggle with
the issues of the requirements for technical people.
Part of the problem is also that future university graduates are attracted to other
careers e.g. of his son’s peer group only 1 in 10 went to engineering (and this was not
their first choice).
TransGrid recently downsized too much in the technical area raising the question of
how many technical staff are required?
o Require fewer people than before
o Capital development is larger than a few years ago: this is a good chance for
engineers to gain valuable experience
o The TransGrid age profile of engineers is similar to that of the railways study
There is a need to identify what skills are required of new graduate engineers, noting
that the next generation is not content with a single career.
What sort of course will suit?
o TransGrid has 23 graduates in its graduate development program: some of
these candidates lack the confidence required
o The lack of confidence is often from not thinking through problems: a course
must develop a capacity and confidence in thinking
o Professional units need to facilitate entry into industry
Life education is very important to develop an engineering career
Comments on what is required for the university structure include
o There appear to be too many schools
o Need to attract the right people with the appropriate core requirements for
industry
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•

3.2

o Postgraduate education is important
Action required to rectify the shortage in power engineers includes
o Industry and university need combined effort
o Stronger university structure is required
o Industry and government need combined approach
Bruce Carr – ALSTOM
• Apologies were extended from Mike Dureau and Chris Whitworth who were
unable to attend the workshop.
• The core business of ALSTOM is building power plants
o Heat based generation in Australia
o Combined cycle generation based in Malaysia
• Engineering is based in Australia but needs a continuing skill base
• ALSTOM turnover is 10 times what it was 5 years ago and growing (upwards of
$570M)
• A number of business drivers affect the company structure and activities. These
include economic, technological, environment and government factors.
• Workforce includes typically 20% electrical engineers (also historically)
o Engineers require knowledge of codes
o Gap in age profile between 23-35 years identified in a study 10 years
ago
o Age gap due to a lot of large companies downsizing too much
o Boiler design group went down to 12 people (nearly lost capability)
• Engineering skills required to replace the age gap include
o HV power systems - definite shortages
o Understanding of control systems
o For power plant design need multidimensional skills including
chemical, mechanical, thermodynamics and materials science
o A lot of black box engineering (but still highly technical)
o Project management including path analysis
o Some of these tools need to be introduced at university level
o Liability, risk management and communication skills all need to be
covered at university level
• Focus of training of undergraduates was formerly based on British academics,
which was suitable for organisations such as ALSTOM
• To combat the problem of a technical shortages universities must
o Work together to create a critical mass of students.
o Provide the necessary facilities.
o Ensure core topics are covered (Maxwell’s equations etc)
o Include problems aimed at building confidence
o Design courses to suit industrial recipients by making it more
practically based
• To combat the problem of a technical shortages industry must
o Provide scholarships and other funding support for universities
o Target students so that they are not lost elsewhere after funding is
provided
o Promote the power industry
o Encourage ongoing education
• ALSTOM specifically is still recovering from downsizing
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o Under 30 workforce is okay
o Shortage in ages 30-40 years in workforce is a big problem: trying to
overcome this by employing overseas engineers
• Recommendations
o Require 1 or 2 national centres of excellence for universities to learn
from industry and consolidate resources
o Provide a qualification in ‘Power Engineering’
• An electrical power engineering institute may
o Provide a final year graduate program
o Be based around universities that have the required facilities
o Take focused students rather than brightest
• To promote engineering ALSTOM has targeted high school students, through
which two students have recently joined the company

3.3
Bryce Corderoy - CIGRE
• CIGRE workshops in 1998, 2000, and 2002 looked at power engineering education and
initiated a website and a system of tutorials as a consequence.
• Core subjects list for power engineering is available on CIGRE website
• There is a definite need to become more focused on power engineering due to a poor
industry image, loss of experts and to ensure recruitment of high quality students.
• Need to look at the curriculum of universities, the training structure within organisations
and also the role of industry representative organisations such as CIGRE.
• An example of how a shortage may be averted is through the creation of an institute for
power engineering such as that in Quebec, Canada.
o Population of Quebec is 8 million people
o 6 Universities were all teaching power before creation of the institute
o Institute combines all universities
o Academics remain members of own university
o Supported well by industry
o Hydro-Quebec is supporting institute for 6 years until it can exist as own entity
o Looks after final year and most post graduate activities (Masters, PhD)
o Looking at around 40 power engineering graduates per year
• Promotion of power engineering is required
o Remuneration is a problem
o Power engineering restructuring makes industry look unattractive
• Power Engineering Institute may be part of the solution in Australia
o A respected institute helps the profile of the profession
• There are models of some further solutions available from overseas
o May not be a specific solution but could obtain ideas from these
• Need to determine whether there would be institutes in NSW, VIC, QLD, WA, or only at
one location
4.

University Presentations

Following the industry presentations three speakers from universities presented the university
perspective. The first speaker was Professor Pat Bodger from the University of Canterbury
who spoke of the creation of an Electric Power Engineering Centre in New Zealand. The
remaining presenters, Duane Robinson and Professor Vic Gosbell, from the University of
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Wollongong, presented the IEAust commissioned university and industry survey results. Brief
summaries of their presentations follow.
4.1
Pat Bodger (Professor) – University of Canterbury
• The University of Canterbury provides 4 strands for electrical engineers including
computer, electronics, telecommunications and power
• The power engineering group is internationally recognised for power analysis and HVDC
• Canterbury University has well-equipped laboratories and its resources are the most
extensive in New Zealand.
• A decline in student numbers since 1990 threatened the viability of the power school.
Additionally government funding was cut by 35%
o This created a 20% drop in power engineering budget
o Voluntary and forced redundancies followed
o There was a push to remove the power strand altogether
• The age profile for professional engineers in NZ industry has an average of 50+
• Deregulation has affected industry, being the most privatised in the world
o Industry was historically operation driven
o Now is purely commercial driven
o This reflects badly with careers
• A definite requirement for an increase in the number of new power engineers was
identified through integration of university and industry needs
• The solution was to create an electric power engineering centre
o Not just a research centre but addresses total needs of power engineers
o All industry sectors are represented at CEO level on a board
o Funding from government was becoming more and more unlikely so a trust was
developed with industry
o Academic pay is provided by the relevant University
o A key objective is to promote power engineering
• Membership to the centre is open to any organization within the electric power industry
o $15k premium membership
o $5k for common membership
• The centre provides 10 scholarships to undergraduates at $5k each based on academic
levels and choosing power subjects
• Recently held a power engineering convention including 7 industry members and
providing 14 scholarships with over 140 students participating
• Patents have been registered by the centre and contribute to funding. Consulting and
commercialisation contribute to the teaching
4.2
Duane Robinson (Lecturer) – University of Wollongong
• Power engineering manpower survey was divided into an industry survey and a university
survey.
• Purpose of survey was to determine scale of shortage, obtain data on the skills required,
identify causes of shortages, and help determine an action plan.
• Most responses to the industry survey were from service industries
• Approximately 30% of utility industry responded to the industry survey
• Identified approximately 1200 professional engineers through survey: this represents
approximately one third of the estimated total. Figures are required to be scaled up by 3 to
reflect this.
• Average age identified as 41-45, slightly above the Australian workforce age.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Age profile shows low numbers of new engineers and experienced engineers.
Industry perceives itself as growing in the number of power engineers required.
54% of responding organisations are experiencing problems in recruiting power
engineers, verifying that there is already a shortage.
Additionally 93% of responding organisations are concerned there will be a definite
shortage in 2-6 years.
Some very basic calculations suggest that approximately 244 new power engineering
employees are required per year to fill vacancies due to retirement, promotion etc.
Universities are a large part of the solution in providing the necessary people

Vic Gosbell (Professor) – University of Wollongong
4.3
• University survey was designed to obtain graduate numbers and trends, and identify
teaching resources and research activities.
• Although 37% response to survey from industry seems low only a 47% response was
obtained from a fully funded British Study
• There are approximately 39 major universities in Australia of which 24 offer power
engineering related subjects with 80% of these responding to questionnaire
• There is a total of approximately 507 final year students doing power subjects, although
45% of these are from overseas
• High number of overseas students suggests some power schools can remain viable almost
regardless of local student numbers.
• Number of final year local students doing power subjects is 287, which just meets the 244
estimated to be required by industry per year.
• Monash University (one of the stronger power engineering schools) has been restricted
back to main campus from three
• University of Melbourne no longer has any power engineering
• If it is postulated that schools require a minimum of three power academics to remain
viable Australia might lose 4 power schools over the next four years
• Electrical engineering schools remain healthy due to computer, telecommunications, etc.
• Average age of power academics is 50, suggesting problems due to retirement in years to
come.
• The number of postgraduates appears to be adequate to fill academic vacancies.
• Scarcity of resources and loss of technical people is putting a large strain on power
engineering academics.
• Universities are the place to attract engineers to power, as students are able to make an
informed career choice
• In conclusion although there are some concerns over the sample size it seems the
university graduate numbers match the projected industry requirements. However power
schools are under threat due to loss of academics and reduced industry support.
• Industry and power schools depend on each other more than ever before and there is need
for greater cooperation.

5.

Workshop discussion section

The afternoon session of the workshop involved general floor discussion on the problem of
promoting power engineering and addressing any shortages. Both the education requirements
of new graduates and the required industry actions were addressed. The outcomes of the
discussion can be summarised as follows
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5.1.

Australian universities are producing just enough graduates who have taken power
courses for the power industry. However we only have a 30% industry response to
date and scaling up the of numbers is uncertain. Hence the balance is not guaranteed.

5.2.

Experienced engineers no longer have the time to provide the necessary mentoring to
new power engineering graduates. Few organisations are utilising graduate
development programs or providing suitable mentoring.

5.3.

Industry is expecting a power engineering graduate with a thorough grounding in
power engineering. It does not appear to appreciate all the new technical courses (eg
computing, DSP) and IEAust non-technical requirements (management etc) that have
taken away too much time to make this possible anymore

5.4.

In the light of this gap, there is scope to develop a range of after-graduation courses
for newly employed power graduates (and for not-so newly employed engineers as
well). Industry might consider setting up some formal power engineering centre to
coordinate this on a state or national basis.

5.5.

Although there have been statements that there are too many power schools, it must be
appreciated that 50% of those that take their power courses are international students i.e. the viability of power schools cannot be judged on just local requirements

5.6.

There are fewer high school students taking up mathematics and this is a threat to all
of engineering. IEAust should consider a campaign in high schools to emphasise that
mathematics is critical to some interesting and challenging professions.
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Appendix F – Workshop presentations
Bob Rigg (Manager for HR) – TransGrid
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Bob Rigg (Manager for HR) – TransGrid (continued)
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Bruce Carr – ALSTOM
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Bruce Carr – ALSTOM (continued)
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Bryce Corderoy - CIGRE
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Bryce Corderoy – CIGRE (continued)
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Pat Bodger (Professor) – University of Canterbury
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Pat Bodger (Professor) – University of Canterbury (continued)
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Pat Bodger (Professor) – University of Canterbury (continued)
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Duane Robinson (Lecturer) – University of Wollongong
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Duane Robinson (Lecturer) – University of Wollongong (continued)
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Vic Gosbell (Professor) – University of Wollongong
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Vic Gosbell (Professor) – University of Wollongong (continued)

77

Warwick Grainger – Workshop Discussion

78

Warwick Grainger – Workshop Discussion (continued)
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